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Abstract 
Embedded Components in MapleTM 10 enable us to embed simple graphical interface components for example, a button, in our 
document.  These components could then be associated with actions that are to be executed.  A text field could also be a part of 
an input equation.  We could embed Button, Toggle Button, Combo Box, Check Box, List Box, Text Area, Label, Slider, Plot 
and Function.  This latest feature has similarity as Maplet which previously introduced in Maple 8. The significant difference 
between these two Maple components is Maplet could be view with Maplet Viewer without having to launch a Maple session 
where as for the Embedded Components; it could only be view with a launched Maple session. In this talk, we’ll see how the 
SET OPERATIONS window were build and discuss on its ability to increase the user motivations towards learning this topic. 
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1.        Introduction  
Computer Aided System (CAS) has been used for computations for decades. Now it is common to include CAS as 
part of the teaching and learning process in classrooms. Further it also acts as a medium of instruction and 
supplements in the class. With CAS we now can escape tedious numerical calculations and let students to 
concentrate more on concepts and techniques involved in the solution of problems. 
 
Today there are several CAS available in the market such as Mathematica, Matlab, Mathcad, Maple a few examples 
of CAS that are usually used as tools in teaching and learning mathematics. For this research, we consider to work 
with Maple since Maple has what it takes to help us achieves our objectives and goals. The usage of Maple was 
shown in the effectiveness in order to demonstrate most of the hard topics with the use of simple Maple program 
(see [1]). There are no restrictions in identifying the most suitable CAS with the needs. Maple is chosen as its 
availability in the environment. Thus Maple’s vast functionality provides vibrant atmosphere for mathematical 
computation as well as graphical visualization and also possible to produce interactive technical documents. 
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2.        An Overview 
It is well known that Maple is a symbolic system or Computer Algebra System and hence Maple manipulates 
information in a symbolic or algebraic manner [2]. By using the Maple, we can obtain exact analytical solution to 
many mathematical problems, including integrals, systems of equations, differential equations and problems in 
linear algebra. Maple also contains a large set of graphics routines for providing estimates and solving problem 
where exact solutions do not exist, and a complete programming language for developing custom functions and 
applications. The Maple first introduced in 1980, since then there are several editions available and the version that 
we use was not the latest version of Maple. However we use Maple 10 since there was a big changes in productivity 
tool for solving mathematical problems and making interactive technical documents. Maple 10 was easy to use tool 
for learning and teaching several of mathematics field. However the latest version of Maple expands the education 
functionality with more students’ build in packages and tutors, Maple T. A. and Maple Graphing Calculator. Maple 
T. A. is also a web-based system for building tests, assignments and exercises and evaluation of student responses 
and performances. 
 
In the previous work see [3] we have seen that there are only small percentages for number of failures for each 
question particularly in chapter Set Operations but there are still some space for improvement in this part. This 
example provides an interactive environment for calculating a few set operations involving two defined sets where 
input can be change accordingly to questions and will obtain immediate response from the SET OPERATIONS 
interface. 
3.        Set Operations 
 
Figure 1: Default SET OPERATIONS Interface. 
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Figure 2: Components palette contains all embedded items in MapleTM 10. 
SET OPERATIONS interface is build up mainly with 3 embedded items.  These items are Text Area, Label and 
Button (Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2).  There are three text areas available with unique function (Figure 3.1).  Two out 
of three of the text area is labeled as Set A and Set B.  The third text area is not label as it acts as output area for any 
operations performs by user.  There are five buttons available from the SET OPERATIONS interface (Figure 3.1).  
These buttons are Union button, Intersection button, Minus button, Subset button and Clear button.  Each button 
plays a different role.  Every button is functionally labeled with reference to its function to make the interface user-
friendly.  For example the function of the Union button is to perform the union operations for two defined sets.  
Same explanations go to the other buttons.  Exceptionally, the Clear button is provided for user to clear the contents 
in the output area. 
 
These are the steps we will take to edit the properties of components embedded in the SET OPERATIONS interface: 
 
1. Right-click the component to display the context menu (Figure 3). 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Context Menu for each Component. 
 
2. Select Component Properties. The related dialog will open. 
3. Enter values and contents in the fields as necessary. 
4. For actions, click Edit. The Action When Clicked dialog will open.  Define our actions accordingly to 
our objectives in order for each component to perform the operation which they are subjected to.   
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Figure 4: Default SET OPERATIONS interface with each component numbered. 
 
Following steps mentioned above, we will now look at how some of the component in SET OPERATIONS interface 
is edited.  For item (1) and (2)(see Figure 3.4), dialog window for the component will appear as in Figure 3.5.  By 
default, the name for the label is Label0 and Label1 respectively to item (1) and (2).  To differentiate these items, we 
change the Caption to Set A and Set B.  Let the Visible Character Width be 20.  Then click both options provided 
which is our caption will be enabled and visible. 
 
Following steps mentioned above, we will now look at how some of the component in SET OPERATIONS interface 
is edited.  For item (1) and (2)(see Figure 3.4), dialog window for the component will appear as in Figure 3.5.  By 
default, the name for the label is Label0 and Label1 respectively to item (1) and (2).  To differentiate these items, we 
change the Caption to Set A and Set B.  Let the Visible Character Width be 20.  Then click both options provided 
which is our caption will be enabled and visible. 
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Figure 5: Label Properties for Item (1). 
 
 
Figure 6: TextArea Properties for Item (3). 
 
For item (3), (4) and (5) (see Figure 3.4), dialog window for the component will appear as in Figure 3.6.  Notice that 
the properties for text area and label are different.  By default, these three items are named s1, s2 and SetOperations 
respectively. The differences between item (3), (4) and (5) are their Visible Rows. We can see from Figure 3.4 the 
size of the text area for these three items are different from each other except item (3) is in the same number of row 
with item (4). For item (3) and (4), set the visible rows to 1 and for item (5), set the visible rows to 8. We can set the 
visible rows as any number of rows that we want.  Then click all options provided which is our text area will be 
enabled, visible, editable and automatic text wrapping. 
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Figure 7: Button Properties for Item (6). 
Next we will see the button properties for item (6), item (7), item (8), item (9) and item (10)(see Figure 3.4).  Figure 
3.7 shows the properties for Union button.  We edit the name and caption of this button to Union. This is to make 
easier for us to recognize the button’s role within the SET OPERATIONS interface. To specify the role of Union 
button, we need to give appropriate commands to it. Click Edit to enter commands for Action When Clicked 
property. The dialog box for Action When Clicked will appear as in Figure 3.8. There are the guidelines for how the 
commands should be given in each dialog box. In accordance to the guideline, we write our own command that 
suites the role of each button that we require. The last four lines in the dialog box are the commands that we specify 
for the Union button (see Figure 3.8).   
 
 
Figure 8: Action When Clicked commands for Item (6). 
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 s1 and s2 refers to the text area for Item (3) and Item (4) respectively.  This is how we connect between the text area 
contents and the buttons. For Union button, we set the property as `union` between s1 and s2.  This means that when 
we click the Union button from the SET OPERATIONS interface, we actually calculating the union between SET A 
and SET B.  The results will be display in SetOperations area. 
 
By changing the operation in SetProperty(SetOperations,value,’union’(fn,fm));, all other operation button for the 
SET OPERATIONS can easily be set. For intersection button property, we type in ‘intersect’. As for subset button 
property, we type in ‘subset’ and as for minus button property, we type in ‘minus’. Thus for the clear button, we 
should type in 
   SetProperty(SetOperations,value,””); 
   SetProperty(s1,value,{}); 
   SetProperty(s2,value,{}); 
   end use; 
 
This simple command lines will not just erased the displayed result in SetOperations area but also our defined SET 
A and SET B. So, remember not to push the Clear button unnecessarily or we will loss our calculations.  
 
 
 
Figure 9:  Default SET OPERATIONS interface in Document Mode (MapleTM 10). 
 
By default, Figure 3.9 shows the default SET OPERATIONS interface in Maple 10. It is a live document on which 
the SET OPERATIONS windows are ready to be use. 
4.        Discussion and Conclusion 
From the SET OPERATIONS, we could see that we could write our own nested procedures in which we define a 
Maple procedure inside another Maple procedure. With Maple procedures, we could easily increase our 
mathematical skills and knowledge as we actually create and write our own Maple routines rather than just using the 
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Male routines that are already defined in Maple library. With proper guidance, students may also create their own 
procedures as these procedures are easy to understand. 
 
Our point of view of the implication of introducing teaching with technology into our class is that students will have 
a better view on learning and brushing up their mathematical skills. Interactive and eye-catching live document most 
likely will attract their focus. Harry [4] also reported the influence of Maple on a Linear Algebra course in Delft 
University of Technology in Netherlands. They observe that the motivations of the students are much better 
compared to the teaching of linear algebra without a lab class. After completing exercises in the computer lab class, 
students have a much better understanding the theory and they are capable to test the students more effectively. As 
for the students, no more dull mathematic classes. 
 
With the limited time and staff, Department of Mathematics and Computer Sciences at Clarkson University, 
Postdam, New York had also incorporating maple into a calculus course to avoid increment in contact hours of 
staffing in their department [5]. They tried to implement Maple into the calculus course with time and staffing 
constraints. They used Maple as a learning tool and as problem-solving tools. They found it impossible to state that 
Maple had increased their students’ understanding of Calculus but they believe that Maple can have a positive effect 
on the course. Students have been exposed to another way of approaching calculus and have seen the power of 
modern tool for doing mathematics that this should help equip them for subsequent courses and careers.  
 
The Computer algebra systems such as Maple have a large potential for transforming the environment of learning 
and teaching in any mathematics classes. Maple provides user with a lot of graphical power. Without realizing one 
actually did not have to be a programmer to be able to understand and use Maple since it is easy to learn. Therefore 
we strongly believe that Maple is very suitable with our needs to transform our way of learning and teaching 
mathematics. 
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